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FRONTIERS IN CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

INSTRUCTORS: Scott Mills, 243-5552, <smills@forestry.umt.edu>
Fred Allendorf, HS301, 243-5503, <darwin@selway.umt.edu>

MEETING: Thursday, 7:10-9 pm, DHC117

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE:

27 Jan  Introduction; scientific writing; titles & abstracts
3 Feb   Guidelines and process for evaluation abstracts
10 Feb  Abstract evaluation (part 1)
17 Feb  Abstract evaluation (part 2)
24 Feb  Final selection of abstracts
2 Mar   Organize abstracts into sessions
9 Mar   Final organization of abstracts into sessions
16 Mar  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
23 Mar  Spring Break
30 Mar  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
  6 Apr  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
13 Apr  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
20 Apr  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
27 Apr  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.
  4 May  Student led discussion of "hot" paper or two.